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When natural disasters occur, one of the more pressing needs of disaster recovery teams is access to
trust-worthy, pre-event data. Typical needs are for recent aerial images and elevation data, preferably
orthoimages and LIDAR data. It can be difficult to find sources for this data, sources that can be easily
accessed from any location, trust worthy with respect to data integrity and accuracy, and which provide
a simple, straightforward interface to extract and deliver data to local computers for processing.
GetLidar.com provides such an access point for data relevant to the areas in Florida, Texas and Puerto
Rico heavily damaged by hurricanes Harvey, Irma and Maria.

Harvey makes Landfall in Texas

GetLidar.com provides free and direct access to pre-event imagery and Lidar data including:
• LIDAR data in both American Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS) LAS
format as well as compressed LAZ format.
• 50 cm orthophotography in US Geologic Survey (USGS) quarter quad format for the Harris
county area, provided by the Texas Natural Resources Information System (TNRIS). Collected on
behalf of the Houston-Galveston Area Council (H-GAC)
• 2004 USACE LIDAR and 2015 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) NGS
Topobathy LIDAR data in LAS or LAZ format from NOAA for Puerto Rico.
• US Department of Agriculture National Aerial Imagery Program (NAIP) for all areas
• Landsat 8 data for all areas
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GetLidar.com - LIDAR coverage for Florida

Without the excellent cooperation and support by the US Geologic Survey this site would not have been
possible. They made their data immediately available to GeoCue, answered questions when we ran into
any problems, and continued to move additional data from their storage locations into Amazon’s
storage for our access throughout the project. Thanks also to the Texas Natural Resources Information
System (TNRIS) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and the HoustonGalveston Area Council (HGAC) for the considerable amount of useful data they had available that we
were able to add to the GetLidar.com catalog.

GetLidar.com - LIDAR coverage for Puerto Rico
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GetLidar.com - Elevation Previews for coastal data in Puerto Rico

GetLidar.com is an implementation of Earth Sensor Portal, an Amazon Web Services (AWS) hosted
(“cloud”) system designed to provide secure access to a catalog of geospatial coverage data products for
both viewing and ordering for download for authorized users of registered organizations. Earth Sensor
Portal is being developed as a key component of the Multi User System for Earth Sensing (MUSES)
project for the ingestion, cataloging and distribution of hyper-spectral imagery captured by the DESIS-30
camera, mounted on the International Space Station. This project is in cooperation with Teledyne Brown
Engineering, with GeoCue being the developer of the Earth Sensor Portal.

Earth Sensor Portal serves as the catalog and dissemination component for MUSES
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While Earth Sensor Portal’s initial requirements have been defined by the MUSES project, it has always
been the vision of Teledyne and GeoCue that it serve as a platform for meeting a broad range of data
hosting needs. Earth Sensor Portal has been designed from the beginning to be easily configured to
ingest and catalog and distribute almost any type of geospatial data. Further, Earth Sensor Portal is
designed to be extended for any number of processing functions (recipes) for the generation of derived
products and to accommodate a wide range of post-processing functions such as coordinate system
conversion, clipping to boundaries, image generation, and the like. This combination of sensoragnostism and functional flexibility is what has enabled Earth Sensor Portal to be quickly configured for
GetLidar.com.

Earth Sensor Portal Catalog Interface

Earth Sensor Portal is built entirely using Amazon Web Services (AWS) services and SDK’s and as such
leverages AWS resources to provide scalability for high volumes of storage and automatic scaling for
provision of computing power based on demand. With AWS’s services, Earth Sensor Portal is infinitely
scalable in terms of storage and processing power. With respect to flexible storage options, it is able to
make use of the life-cycle policies that can be associated to AWS’s S3 storage service to balance the cost
for storage against the need for immediate access.
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Amazon Web Services - Simple Storage Service - utilized by GetLidar.com

Data security is also addressed by Earth Sensor Portal. Earth Sensor Portal runs within a Virtual Private
Cloud in AWS and is accessible only by authorized users in registered organizations. Data is stored in
secure AWS data centers, with security policies in place that restricts access to only those users that a
data owner wishes to have access.
Costs for the data hosting organization are not affected by the volume of data access. Earth Sensor
Portal includes support for the AWS concept of requestor-pays buckets. This allows the cost for
downloading data to be the responsibility of the requestor, leaving the cost of storage as the primary
cost to the data provider, a cost which is directly manageable through the use of the life-cycle policies
for the storage buckets.

Flexible Storage options include Requestor-payer buckets and GLACIER Archival storage
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Other supported concepts within Earth Sensor Portal include:
• Administrated User management – each customer can administer their own secure web portal,
add and remove their own users, and control the level of data and function access of any group
of users
• Virtual Products – Earth Sensor Portal includes the ability to generate virtual or derived products
on the fly, such as NDVI or RGB from Landsat
• Flexible Data Access Control – Data Access is completely definable by the Data owners. Data
access can be restricted by user and/or organization. Data Access can be further controlled by
Data Owner defined polygonal boundaries or attribute values. For example, A data owner may
restrict access by region, such that one organization can access data in one region but not in
another.
• Complete Ordering System – Earth Sensor Portal’s ordering system allows users to select and
order any number of products from the Earth Sensor Portal Catalog. The ordering system tracks
the status of processing on the order and notifies the user when the order is ready for
downloading. An order history is kept for all orders and users can view their own orders or if
permitted any orders in their organization.
The need for a single location for immediate access to trustworthy data extends beyond the disaster
response scenarios. Government institutions such as Water Management Departments, Departments of
Transportation and the like have a very real need to make their data available to other agencies,
contractors and the general public. Approved spatial data is among the first requirements for successful
infrastructure and civil projects. Further, providing the public access to this data allows for general
review of the effects of government decisions. Meeting the need for public access to spatial data brings
forward a more general requirement, that is, the need for a secure and inexpensive archival solution for
the petabytes of data being collected. Too often valuable data is simply stored on shelves or boxes in
out of the way locations and the time and effort required to properly store, catalogue and make
available this data never seems to be a priority. It is this need that is addressed by GetLidar.com and
more generally, Earth Sensor Portal.

Login page for GetLidar.com
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GeoCue will continue to operate the GetLIDAR.com site for the coming months in support of the
hurricane disaster recovery efforts and also continues to work with USGS and others to add additional
data. We welcome your feedback on GetLidar.com, and are glad to talk with you about innovative ways
that your own data hosting, archiving and /or data distribution needs can be addressed.
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